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CHALLENGE
• Cultivating Leadership (CL) has grown
rapidly since its inception in 2012. The focus
has been very much on gaining
opportunities to impact client orgs.
• The Operating Model is light-touch, based
mainly on tacit knowledge, and high trust
relationships which has supported the group
well to date.
• As the organisation has expanded the
number of clients, locations, consultants ,
many-to-many connections had increased,
giving rise to co-ordination, collaboration
and data management challenges which
needed to be addressed so that they can
function optimally and continue to grow.

SOLUTION
•
•
•
•

After in-depth interviews and analysis an
innovative custom “Practice Management”
collaboration platform was proposed
Leverage CL’s under utilised GSuite to build
a company intranet/extranet
Leverage Gdrive and Google Sites to
eliminate Dropbox and provide signposted
content and best-in-class search
Build integrated (single sign-on) online
practice mgmt. system to provide
• Searchable global associate directory
(i.e. internal LinkedIn)
• Essential CRM & programme mgmt.
• Financial tracking and integration to
CL’s Xero financial package

“Noel at Transform Squad has
been a brilliant partner in
helping us to design and
implement much needed
systems. He has been
responsive, flexible thoughtful,
detailed, and fun to work
with.” Diana Manks, Project
Manager Cultivating
Leadership

RESULTS
•

Single integrated IT collaboration platform
to support global user-base working
together much more efficiently

•

Dashboarding - Much improved oversight
of client opportunities and on-going client
projects

•

Elimination of duplicate data-entry and
end-to-end system integration

•

Platforms in place to support future
growth

•

Near net-neutral run costs
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Recently Noel helped our small global firm create a scalable technology platform to support our growing business. The business had reached the stage
and size where it was no longer possible to rely on manual systems, cloud tools and APPs as a way to manage information, pipeline, security and
communication.
Noel took the time to understand our culture, our clients and the ways that we did things. He worked directly with our support team to create
requirements and rapidly moved into delivery. At every stage along the way has been conscious to transfer capability and knowledge while also
innovating to meet our sometimes quirky requests. The analysis and diagnosis of our needs, and what was available to meet them, has meant that the
build phase has been executed quickly without fuss. Implementation has been characterised by a strong focus on social process ensuring that change
management has been attended to. We now have a technology platform that can grow with us, is cost effective and provides all the functions we need.
We can see the status of our colleagues, the pipeline, work in progress and have a coherent and secure document platform. As a bonus we have saved
on the multiple subscriptions to various other APPs that we used have.
Thanks Noel.
Jim Wicks
Managing Director
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